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20 Things Your Website Must
Have Before You Launch
It's one thing to build a website - whether it's on WordPress, WIX,
Weebly, Squarespace, Shopify, or some other platform. But just
building it is not enough. There are certain things you must have
in place if you want a strong foundation to build on. 

You see, a website is not a set-it and forget-it, it's a living,
breathing organism that needs attention in order to do its job;
convert visitors into leads. Before it can convert a visitor, it needs
to attract a visitor and this is done organically or through paid ads. 

Organic traffic will rely on a safe, well-built platform that Google
will trust to send visitors to that has also been optimized for all the
keywords visitors will be searching to find you and actually land on
your website.

Let's explore the top 20 things you must have in place before you
launch your website and share it with the world.
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20 Things Your Website Must
Have Before You Launch

Whitespace. Don't try and cram everything in all in one place.
White space around text and visuals helps the eyes to navigate.

Stay on Brand. Check that all the fonts and colors being used are
in your brand guide. This goes for images too.

Links Work. This is especially important to check if you have
moved the site from a staging error.

Backup. All that hard work could be gone in an instant if your site
gets hacked or has some other malfunction. Better safe than sorry.

Update. WordPress, themes, and plugins should all be at the latest
version to make sure there are no conflicts.

Log Out. Sounds silly, I know, but there are times when a website
will look different to a visitor than it does to a logged-in admin.

Check Mobile. Check different phones, tablets, and laptops to
make sure that all looks clean a professional and navigates well.

Google Analytics. You'll want to see from the get-go how visitors
are interacting on your site so don't wait to install this.

Webmaster Tools. A free, valuable service offered by Google to
help fix problems and improve visibility of your website.
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Proofread. It doesn't need to sound like a grammar teacher wrote
it but it should be free of spelling and punctuation errors.
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Images. Make sure they are all legal, meaning you have purchased
or otherwise have the right to use them.

Alt Tags. Images should have Alternative Text to tell screen readers
what the images are about. This is not a place to spam keywords.

Permalinks. I usually choose the "Post name" option so my URL's
will look like this: https://mydomain.com/sample-post.

SEO Plugin. These are helpful in optimizing your website for search
engines. My favorites are Yoast and Squirrly SEO.

Logo. Is your logo clear on both desktop and mobile? When you
scroll down the page does it stay large enough to view clearly?

CTA's. Do you have enough Calls-to-Action on your website?
Probably not. Don't be shy. Scatter them throughout.

Authority. Why should people trust you? Do you have testimonials
from others you have worked with in the past? Scatter them about.

SSL. If there's no SSL certificate properly installed on your domain,
you may get flagged for security issues and visitors will turn away.

Would you do business with you? Take a good look at your site
and think about this question. If yes, you're ready to launch!
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Test Contact Form. Send yourself a test email from another email
address and check to see both receive the notification emails.



If you don't have
time to do it

right, when will
you have time to

do it over?
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WordPress Design and Development
Social Media Setup and Planning
Email Marketing
SEO (Search Engine Optimization)
Logo Design (or fix an old logo)
Copywriting and Messaging

I know what it's like to venture into unknown lands and deal with all
the overwhelm and confusion while trying to learn it all. I started my
life over at the age of 40 as an entrepreneur and had to learn
everything and make tons of mistakes along the way, about creating
my online presence. 

You don't have to struggle like I did because I'm here to help guide
you every step of the way. Whether you need a new website built or
help in tying all the aspects of your online presence together, I'm here
for you.

SOME WAYS I CAN HELP YOU IN YOUR JOURNEY

Schedule a Call Today and we'll explore the options to help grow your
business the stress-free way.

Work With Me
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https://mindyiannelli.com/lets-talk

